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..... ABSTRACT
This project is_based on designing a small lunar probe which wilt conduct research relating
to future manned missions to the moon. The basic design calls for two experiments to be run.
The first of these experiments is an enclosed environment section which will be exposed to solar
radiation while on the moon. The purpose of this experiment is to determine the effect of
radiation on an enclosed environment and how different shielding materials can be used to
moderate this effect. The eight compartments Mll have the following covering materials: glass,
polariz_ed glass, plexiglass, poly_urethane, and bgron impregnated versions of the polyurethane and
plexiglass. The enclosed atmosphere will be sampled by a mass spectrometer to determine
s
elemental breakdown of its primary constituents. This is needed so that an accurate atmospheric
processing system can be designed for a manned mission. The second experiment is a seismic
study of the moon. A small penetrating probe will be shot into the lunar surface and data will be
COllected onboard the lander by an electronic seismo_aph which will store the data in the data
storage unit for retrieval and transmission once ever), twenty-three hours.
The project is designed to last ten years with possible extended life for an additional nine
),ears at which point power requirements prevent proper functioning of the various systems.
LUNAR LANDER INITIAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.
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Plan for launch sometime in 1998.
Launch vehicle to be used will be a Delta II 7920/25.
- Provide consistent power over a ten year period (mission life).
- Must make a soft landing on the lunar sur'face to protect sensitive instruments on board
spacecraft from decalibration due to excessive impact forces.
Primary lander mission w_ill be to study the lunar environment for follow-on m_ned missions.
Specifically, this mission will study the effects of different shielding materials on UV levels,
breakdown of a contained atmosphere due to solar radiation, and detecting and analyzing any
residual lunar atmosphere.
The secondary mission will be to detect lunar seismic activity through use of a seismic probe
which will be embedded into the lunar surface and an elecTonic seismo_aph located on the
lander.
use RTG or similar power source for long term, constant power output requirements.
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CHAPTER 1 - ORBITAL MECHANICS
. INTRODUCTION
The orbital mechanics problem for the Lunar Probe involves the launching, transit, and
descent phases. Several assumptions must be made in the determination of these mechanics.
First, the Earth and the Moon are assumed to be symmetric. Second, the probe is only affected by
the Earth's _avity while within the Earth's sphere &influence and the Moon's gravity while in the
i
Moon's sphere of influence. Third, all orbits are Keplerian. Finally, all orbit burns are considered
to be instantaneous. The method used to reach the moon was the simplest and required the
fewest bums. This method ended with the probe being a "rock" falling directly to the moon.
.... 2=
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The probe will be launched from the Kennedy Space Center on a Delta II. The Delta II
will place the probe in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) at an altitude of 5,000 km (orbital parameters of
LOE are found in Table 1-1). This is the maximum LOE obtainable by the Delta II and this
lowers our DV into our transfer orbit. The probe will then have a PAM-d burn at the appropriate
time so the transfer orbit will intercept the Moon's sphere of influence as shown in Figures 1.1 and
lV
TRANSFER ORBIT
The transfer orbit is a hyperbolic orbit. It was necessary to use a hyperbola to obtain the
wpe of landing desired. The orbital parameters of the transfer orbit were derived from the
velocitydesired at 1500 km above the lunar surface. It was determined bv the propulsion section
that at 1500 km above the lunar surface the probe would be falling straight toward the moon at
2600 m/s. Inte_ating back to the Moon's sphere of influence, the speed of the probe falling
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directly toward the moon was found to be .8451878 krrdsec (see Table 1-2). Using vector
addition as shown in Fig. 1.2 the velocity vector of the probe (V1) was determined and the radius
of the probe from the earth was determined. Using these two parameters, the orbital parameters
of the transfer orbit were determined (see Table 1-1). The result was a hyperbola.
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DESCENT
The descent phase is the simplest phase of the orbital mechanics. In this phase the probe
i
enters the Moon's sphere of influence, the probes velocity vector (V 1 ) and the Moon's velocity
vector (Vrn) result in a vector pointing straight toward the moon. From here the probe falls like a
rock and the decent phase will be controlled as described in the propulsion section of the report
(Chapter 3-)-. This type of landing-and decent was chosen because of its simplicity. The mission
could use one solid rocket to remove most Of the velocity from the descending probe and then
verniers to control the final portion of landing.
COY[PARISON
Calculations were completed for using a hohmann transfer to reach the moon and land,
also. The calculations showed the marked difference between using a hyperbola and the
hohmann. Although the hoi_mann had'a smaller to:tal DV(see Table 1-3), the hyperbolic approach
was chosen due to its simplicity. There were fewer burns and minimal translational motion When
using the method discussed above. The chosen method is feasible and has been proven, if the
desi_ were to have gone further then much more investigation would be necessary to determine
• which type of approach to use.
k -.-
TABLE 1-1 ORBIT DATA
LOE(ctrcle) Transfer Moon
h ]oe= 67345.33
a= 11378.266 km
e= 0
p= 11378.266 km
ra= 11378.266 km
Va= 5.9187691 krr_'sec-
rp= 11378.266 km
Vp= 5.9187691 kTn/sec
h t.r R_'2S=
a=
p=
Ia=
Va=
rp=
Vp=
DU=
TU=
DU/TU=
2.4451819 mum oon=
h)perbo_ h moon=
2.3515132 a=
38134,409km e=
h)l_rbola
h>perbola
11378.266 k_
10.835573
6378.1492
806.81187
7.9053683
p=
ra--
Va=
Delta v= 4.9168035
k77ffsec r-p=
kin Vp=
sec . DU=
km/sec TU=
DU/TU=
km/sec
0.0123001
7.7515557
- 384-400
0.0549005
383241.39
405503.75
0.9638529
363296.25
8.5048535
1738
1035
1.6792271
kn"l .
km
krn
krr_;sec
km
km/sec -
km
sec
km/sec
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TABLE 1-2 FINDING THE TRANSFER ORBIT
Solve for Vt
VI= 0.7654027 km/s_
Rs= 66300 km
Rs= 243309.14 km
Distan = 363296.25 k.m
LambJa 1 = 45 dog
RI= 396.._6051 km/sec
Gamma 1 = 8.4278324 deg
pN-g_.xn = 51.335266 dog
Nil= 59.763098 deg
V @ 1500 = 2600 m/g
2.6 kn-dsec
Xl= 1.863061
CI= 0.661914
V2= 0.8451878 km/sec
TABLE 1-3 CALCULATION FOR HOHMANN TRANSFER
t v tram for runic - Delt V ff use conicra= 296996.25 km h= 147.88574 @perigee
r-p= 11353.106 km vp= 8.2239614 k,'TdseC vp trans= 8.2239614 km/sec
e= 0.9263621 va= 0.0004979 vploe= 5.9187691 km/sec
p= 21870.192 km deity= ,2.3051923 km/sec
ellpise into moon Delt V if use conicVel v,Tt moon
V3= 0.76146 km/sec
r= 66300
V3= 0.76146
r= 66300
h= 17.298221
p= 299.228Z.4
e= 6.8Z-¢0277
krn - -
du/tu m
du I'n
ra= 38.147296 du m
rp= 1 du m
e= 0.9489109
p= 1.9489109
h= 1.396034
xq3-= 1.396034 du_u m
va= 0.0365959 du/tu m
@ appogee
V3= 0.76141.6 km/sec
Va= 0.0614528 krn/sec
delt v= 0.7000072 kn_'sec
= 0.7000072 km/sec
Total= 3.0051995 km/sec
_°
TABLE 1,1 EQUATIONS-AND METHODS
For a Circular orbit
rcirc = rp = rafor a circular orbit as does Vp and v a
h = rv cos(f) (f = 90 °)
2a=9+b
. -
TRANSFER ORBIT
DELTA V
rp of the transfer orbit = rcirc
h of transfer orbit found substituting values of f (found using trigonometric relations shown in
figure 1.2.) r ,and v also derived at sphere of influence into the equation for h shown
above. Then Vp of the transfer orbit is found using h found and rp known and f_: 90 ° at
the perigee point.
DV = Vp (transfer) - V=c (LOE)
TABLE 1,2 EQUATIONS AND METHODS
- =. - -..
First solve for V 2 (fig 1.2) by integration solving for the constant and plug in x= rsphere of
influence to obtain V2
Now using_=45 ° (this is the best place by geometry., see fig 1.2) and solving for remaining angles
given known distance from the Earth we solve for V 1 using the law of cosines
2 V 2
-OV =V + -2VmV, cos(f 2 _)
1 m 2
, ,(--
I
TABLE 1,_ EQUATIONS AND METHODS
LOE remained the same. The ellipse used would have rp = rcirc and ra = rp of moon.
e=ra-rp
ra+r p
P=ra(1-e)
-- I.'- [
Velocity at apogee and perigee in the uansfer orbits were found once h was found following the
L-
above steps and then solving for Vp and v a in the h equation knowing that f=90 ° at apogee and
perigee. Solve for DV at perigee by subtracting Vcirc from Vp.
Now find velocity with respect to the moon using Vcirc of moon and v a of transfer orbit (simple
subtraction). Everything is now done in reference to the moon. r a is the sphere of influence of
the moon and rp is the surface of the moon. Solve for the v a of this ellipse with respect to the
moon. Subtract v a from the velocity with respect, to the moon and that is the last DV to be
determined. Add the two DV' s together to get a total for a hohmann transfer.
/
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CHAPTER 2- STRUCTURES AND ME(_HANISMS
1!.
MISSION REOUIREMENTS ....._ _
1. Be able to withstand a max compressive axial load of 9 g's from the launch phase of the Delta
II.
2. Be able to radiate vast amounts of_waste heat through the use of dissipation panels.
3. Survive a controlled crash on the lunar surface (approx. 10 g's) so that sensitive payload
f
modules will continue to function.
4. Expose eight gas filled modules to solar radiation and record data.
5. Have a ten year mission life.
LANDER DESIGN
The design of the lunar lander was driven by mission requirements from the beginning.
The total weight of the mission required systems came to 112.2 kg. With a star 30E braking
motor to slow down the satellite, the Delta II launch platform was selected. The Delta II could
lift about 1300 Kg to the moon. Figure 2-1 shows the shroud area that can be occupied by a
satellite carried aboard the Delta II. The surface area of the satellite was driven by the size of the
panels to dissipate the waste heat from the RTG. The final size calculated will fit into the shroud
-area. Figure 2-2 Shows the top view of the satellite _d the folding panels used for the heat
dissipation.
The placement of most of the internal components was carefully considered as well. Most
of the heavy items like the RTG and most of the Comms/Data Storage equipment was located
within the cenTal tt_'ust tube. This sern'ed to keep the momems of inertia low in the x-y plane
(see Table 2-1) and so reduce weight for attitude control motors. Further, the strongest part of
the lunar lander is this thrust tube, and if most of the key components are located within this
12
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TABLE 251 CALCULATION OF MOMENTS OF INERTIA
Compon en t M ass
RTG 55.9
Comm. Dish 3.5
Etoc. motor 1.2
Mass spec. 3.9
Seismic equip. 10.0
G)To/Accel. 0.5
- -Verniers 6.9
Star Tracker 1.0
Laser-I 1.0
Laser-2 1.0
Lzser-3 1.0
Comms. controller 1.5
Data recorder 3.4
Multiplexers/filters 2.0
Transceiver 13.8
Radiation detectors 4.8
Voltage regulator 0.8
lx Iv Iz
0.00
0.1852 0.1852 0.3703 0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.46
0.00
. Q._46
-1.20
1.04
-1.04
1.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.60
0.00
x-pos v-pos z-pos Ixx l.Lw" lzz
0.00 -0.55 0.0000 0.0000 17.1442
0.00 0.93 0.1852 0.1852 3.3975
0.00 0.85 0.0000 0.0000 0.8670
0.31 0.31 0.00(30 0.3628 0.3845
0.00 -0.63 2.1160 0.0000 3.9690
0.31 0.00 0.0000 0.0493 0.0000
0.46 -0.63 1.46 _00 1.4600 2.7386
0.00 0.00 1.4_3 0.000(3 0.0000
1.04 -0.82 1.0816 1.0816 0.6724
1.04 -0.82 1.0816 1.0816 0.6724
-1.04 -0.82 1.0816 1.0816 0.6724
0.00 0.32 0.0000 0.0000 0.1536
0.00 0.26 0.0000 0.0000 0.2298
0.00 0.22 0.0000 0.0000 0.0968
0.00 0.16 0.0000 0.0000 0.3533
0.60 0.63 1.7280 1.7280 1.9051
0.00 0.00 0.000,9 0.0000 0.0000
toual structure 4.203 3.5684 3.5684 6.02a6 0.00
_ thrust tube 5.42 1.2770 1.2770 1.1198 0.00
- fuel ring 0.7351 0.0989 0.0989 0.1978 0.00
legs (3) 3.73 0.1463 0.1463 0.1463 .0.00
Star-30 spacer ring 1.14 0.1982. 0.1982 0.2355 0.00
aluminum crash block 1.28 0.0749 0.0749 0.1354 0.00
Star-30 Mot6r 667 49.3313 49.3313 49.33t3 0.00 k
Fuel spheres 200 0.2000' 012000 0.2000 0.52
0.09 0.00 3.5684 3.5684 6.0246
0.00 0.00 1.2770 1.2770 1.1198
0.00 0.00 0.0989 0.0989 0.1978
0.(30 -0.82 0.1463 0.1463 2.6543
0.00 -I._ "] .0.I982 0.1982 1.4685
0.00 -0.75 0.0749 0.0749 0.8748
0.00 -1.04 49.3313 49.3313 770.7585
0.52 0.06 53.3893 53.3893 0.8272
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cylinder, they are protected, and the bending moments caused by the items is reduced to a
minimum.
Figure 2-5 shows a summary of component weights and the obvious benefits of reducing
the need to support such items along any members.
The lunar lander's materials were chosen both to survive the expected ten year mission life
and to keep the weight down to a minimum. Figure 2-6 shows a table of individual weights of
panels, shrouds, stringers and other structural components. Most of the non load bearing
members are made of honeycomb aluminum that is 1/4 inch thick. This material weighs only .725
Kg per cubic foot. The thrust ring and other load bearing components are made of 1/2 inch thick
aluminum that only weighs 1.41 Kg per cubic foot. The lander legs and stringer supports were all
fashioned ff6m 6061 T6 aluminurn--ihat weighs 76.81 Kg per cubic foot. Aluminum ',,,,as chosen
as the primary building material for its excellent strength and light weight. It has excellent heat
dissipation properties, and will have very little trouble lasting the mission design life of ten years.
Finally there is the question foremost on the mind of any designer of space vehicles. How
much does the system weigh? Figure 2-7 shows the bottom line weight values. It shows the
_ expected lift capacity of the Delta I-I, the designed weight of the satellite, and the difference. By
coming in over 15 percent under weight, room has been created for any unforeseen design or
requirement chanaes. _
ITEM
RTG
Comm. Dish
Elec. Motor
Mass Spectr.
Seismic Equ.
Gyro./Acell
Verniers
Star
Tracker
Lasers
Co_s.
Controller
INDIY. WGT
55.9 Kg
3.5 Kg
1.2 Kg
3.9 Kg
!0.0 Kg
.5 Kg
2.3 Kg
W iGHTSOF SUBSYSTE  S
-_ - - TOTAL WGT S'ATELLITE WGT.
55.9 Kg
55.9 Kg
59.4 Kg
3.5 Kg
_--_:"_60.6Kg
1.2 Kg
64.5 -
3.9 Kg
74.5 Kg
I0.0 Kg
75.0 Kg
.5 Kg
81.9 Kg
6.9 Xg
82.9 _g
!.0 Kg !.0 Kg
1.0 Kg 3.0 Kg 85.9 Kg
1.5 Kg
1.5 Xg
_7 4 KgO _,
Data
Recorder 3.4 Kg
3.4 Kg
9_.8 Kg
Multiplexer/
Filters
Transceiver
92.8 Kg
2.0 Kg 2.0 Kg
6.9 Kg 13.8 Kg 106.6 Kg
Radiation 111.4 Kg
Detectors .6 Kg 4.8 Kg
" 112.2 KgVoltage
Regulator .8 Kg .8 Kg
Lander
Structure 123.4 Kg 123.4 Kg
Total Payload/Structure weight ....................
Propulsion Systems:
667.0 Kg
Star 30E 667.0 Kg
Fuel/ 200.0 Kg
Subsystems 200.0 Kg
235.6 Kg
235.6 Kg
667 •0 Kg
867.0 Kg
FIGURE 2-5
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SUq,S?__RY OF Ln_NDER STRUCTULRE WEIGHTS ....
WEIGHT TOTAL WEIGHT
Top Panel .7359 Kg .7359 Kg
Bottom Panel
Shroud ....-
.7359 Kg
.7359 Kg
Side Panels
.2494 Kg 4.203 Kg
Structural
Stringers 3.08 Kg 78.12 Kg
Thrust Tube
Fuel Ring
5.42 Kg
.7351 Kg
83.54 Kg
3"
84.28 Kg
Fuel Ring
Stringers 1.57 Kg 109.41 Kg
Landing Legs
Corm Antennae
Spacer Ring
1.91 Kg - 115.14 Kg
•7810 Kg 115.92 Kg
Star 30
Spacer Ring 1.14 Kg 117.07 Kg
Aluminum Crash
Block 1.28 Kg 118.34 Kg
Asstd. Hardware 5.0 Kg 123.35 Kg
Total Lander Weight 123.35 Kg
All top, side, bottom'and shroud panels are_<constructed of i/4"
thick honeycomb aluminum weighing .725 Kg per cubic foot. The
thrust ring and fuel support ring are made of 1/2" honeycomb
akuminum weighing 1.41 Kg per cubic foot. The structural and
fuel support stringers are made of 6061 T-6 aluminum weighing
76.8_ Kg per cubic foot. The landing legs are constructed of the
same 6061 T-6 aluminum.
FIGURE 2-6
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Total Fuel/Fuel Subsystems weight ................ 867.0 Kg
Total of Payload/Structure/Fuel/Subsystems ....... 1102.5 Kg
Expected lift capacity of Delta Ii
w/ p_-DII to moon ........... =................ === 1B00.0 _g
% Difference between design h,eight and
maX lift capability of Delta !i .................. 1542% less
FIGURE 2-7
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Augmentation
Sohds (Nine)
Figure 3-1 Typical Delta II Three-Stage Separation
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attacha longslenderrod to theendof the landerthat will actasasensorfor impact. When the
landerimpactsthesurface,it drivesthespacecraftinto thesurfaceandtriggersandejectionof the
sphericalander. Thelanderthenbouncesalongthesurfaceat whichtime severalpedalsopenup
andensuretheproperorientation.Theadvantageof thesystemisthatit is extremelysimpleand
inexpensive.It is, howeve/',only intendedfor smallpayloadsandis untriedby theWest.
Additionally, thebounceprocedurewouldcausearandomfmal orientationof thelander.
Utilizedby theSurveyorlunar landerseries,Me two-levelsystemcombinestwo
s
propulsion systems into three phases. The first phase is a large, main retro burn intended Io
remove the majority of kinetic energy from the lander. The next phase employs vernier motors to
"tilt" the thrust axis in order to establish zero lateral velocity. The final phase then powers up the
vernier motors to full thrust and takes the lander to a near hover at a predetermined altitude at
which time the lander free-falls to the surface. The two-level sS'stem has the advantage of
combining a "brute" system with a "finesse" system and has been proven. It utilizes reliable
components and has the added option of jettisoning the main retro prior to landing. The problem
with the two-level approach is that it is a more complex technique involving several phases and
has a moderate cost.
The lunar lander mission being designed needs to have a controlled landing orientation and
location in order to assist in the seismic and atmospheric measurements, and needs to prevent ahy
_'pe of post landing interferences with payload instruments. Additionally, since the landing -
procedure is critical to mission success, it needs to maximize reliability. The two-level approach
was therefore chosen because it met each of the design needs with minimal drawbacks.
.r _
MAIN RETRO
25
---_ _ The next step was to select the type of system to be used for the Main Retro. The options
considered were liquid, solid, and advanced technologies.
The advantages of liquid systems are their high performance and the ability to either be
throttleable or to be turned off and on. Proven liquid systems are also available, howeyer they are
complex and expensive. The increase in complexity has an additional drawback in that it causes
J
an increase in size and mass of the system.
Solid rocket systems have the advantage of being fairly simple and have low volume.
They also have a low cost, moderate performance, and proven systems are available. The only
major drawbacks to solid rockeE-motors is that they cannot vary-thrust except through
modification of the burn core area, and they cannot be turned off.
Several advanced technology propulsion systems, such as nuclear and hybrid systems offer
the potential for high performance and efficiency. The systems are unproven and costly though,
and most of the proposed systems are very complex.
The Lunar Lander Main Retro needed to maximize reliability and be jertisonable in order
to prevent interference with payload instruments: It.only needed to have a constant thrust and a
single burn, and needed to be compatible with tl_e i_elta II n_acelle and Lunar Lander structure.
The liquid motor would be expensive, large, and difficult to jettison. The advanced systems ",,,'ere
unproven and also costly. The solid motor met all of the criteria, and at minimum cost and was
therefore selected as the motor b'pe for the main retro.
..... 26
VERNIERS
Several propellant options were considered for the vernier motors. They included cold
gas, bipropellant, and monopropellant.
Cold gas systems are extremely simple, reliable, and can be obtained at low cost. They
have very low performance though, and are also extremely heavy for their given performance.
Bipropellant systems are very high in performance and there are proven systems available. Their
propellants however, are often toxic, they systems are complicated, and have a moderate to high
cost. Additionally, some bipropellant systems increase complexity through the numerous storage
considerations such as boil-off calculations, and insulation.
Monopropellant propulsion systems are simple, reliable, and available at a low cost. The
disadvantage to monopropellants is that they have lower performance and are heavier that
bipropellants.
The lunar lander vernier system needed to maintain structural compatibility with the lander
sensors, minimize risks to mission failure and provide a range of thrust values acceptable for
attitude con_-ol and for landing. The monopropellant was therefore selected due to the simplicity,
reliability, and low cost of the system.
TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM LANDING REQUIREMENTS
The following landing procedure requirements were developed for the Lunar Lander:
- Landing procedure starting point at 1500Kin and 2600rrds. This point is based on
historical data (Surveyor) and serves as a starting point for the main retro burn. The altitude is
roughly twice that of surveyor to ensure enough time to complete the second phase of decent.
The velocity also serves as the landing delta V required.
- Minimum sustainedthrustof 40%hover.
2"7
This is the minimum sustained thrust used for
Apollo and prevents the lander from obtaining large velocity gains during minimum thrust periods.
-At least 95% reduction in.yelocity from Main Retro Burn. This requirement is based on
historical data (Surveyor) and is intended to ensure the majority of the velocity change is made by
the Main Retro.
- Less than five vernier motors_ This requirement is simply to minimize complexity and
avoid thruster packs.
/
- Compatible to structural specifications. These specifications include fitting sizes,
maximum stresses, and thrust axis vectors.
- Proven system, in order to maximize reliability.
- Approximately 20(J kg for payload ahd 1100 Kg for main retro system and vernier :
propellant.
COMPONENT SELECTION
The main retro was selected first in order to meet design criteria of 95% reduction of
velocity and a proven system. The STAR motor (:for a list of possible motors see Figure 3-2)
provided several _ariants which had all been tried and proven. The variant providing the
maximum thrust, with a loaded mass under 1000kg is the STAR 30E (mass = 667kg). The
change in velocity under full loading conditions was calculated using Tsiolokovsky's equation and
was found to produce a 96.4% reduction in velocity.
Tsiolokovsky's Eqn:
delta V = g * Isp * In[(Mo)/(Mo-Mp)] (3-1)
_ ._ 7
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Motor
Total
Impulse
(N-s)
Loaded
Weight
(kg)
IU.,SSRM-1 12.61x107
(OR]BUS-21)] -
LE.ASAT /9.26 x 106
PKM I
STAR48A 1678x106
STAR 48B(S_ 5167 x 106
STAR 4-8S(L) 5.79 X 106
STAR 62 7.12 x 106
STAR 75 12.13 xl07
IUSSRM-2 !8.11 x106
(ORBUS-6) !
STAR 13B 1.16 x 105
STAR30BP 1.46x106
STAR 300 1.65 x 106
STAR 30E 1.78 x 106
I
STAR37F 13.02x106
Pro- ,t
pellant _ Avg. Avg. Max.
t Mass Thrust Thrust Thrust
i Fract on (Ibf) (N) (N)
0.94
0.91
0.95
0.95
0..o5
10,374 I
3,658
2,559
I
2,135 _
2,141
2,459
8.066
2,995
5:73.
626
657
1.149
0.93
0.91
0.89
0..C4
0.95
0.94
0.£4
', 44,610 1!_8,435
35,375 1_i7,356
i 17,900 "9,623
114,845 I;5,034
15,160 117,435
2,608 1£8,426
18,02Q 80.157
1,577 7,015
!
5,960! 26,511
7,140 31,760
I 7,910j 35,185
t 9,9111 44,086
260,4-88
193,200
100_85
70,504
72,017
242,8Z6
111,072
9,508
32,327
37,031
40,990
49,153
Effec-
tive
Isp
(s)
295.5
285.4
283.9
266.2
292.2
293.5
288.0
303.8
285.7
292.0
284.6
289.2
291.0
Status
Flownl
Flown
Qualified
Qualified
!In development
P =!In dev.lopment
Flown
i
Flown ; :
Flown
Flown
Flown
! Flown
:_ Figure 3-2 Sol id Rocket Ylotor Specifications
In order to m_imize sability, while conforwdng to design criteria of under five vernier
motors, a number of three motors was chosen.
The vernier motors were selected to meet the design criteria of minimum thrust at 40%
hover thrust. Research of proven mono H motors indicated that several systems had been vddely
used successfully. Rocket Research Company's MR-104 445N motors provide the necessary
thrust and a re!anvely high Isp (23%): Calculations indicate that using three of these motors
would require approximately 85kg (84.47) of propellant to complete the remaining delta V.
:
Additional propellant would be required hov,'ever, for the lateral burn, the midcourse correction,
and for attitude control.
The MR-104 motors have been used previously on Magel]an and Voyager mdssions for
attitude control. The have a sustained variable thrast of 205-572N. Additionally, they have a
minimum pulse duration of 0.022 seconds. Equation 3-2 was then used with moment of inertia
calculations to indicate a minimum angular veloci b, correction of approximately .025 rad/s in two
of the axes and .0025 rad/s in the third axis.
29
w = [ (delta T)*(F)*(D) ] / I
delta T = time of burn
w = angular velocity
F = thrust
D = distance to axis
I = moment of inertia
(3-2)
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Requirements
This area of mission design has several requirements that must be met by a design that can
operate autonomously. The first major function of this system is to verify that the spacecraft has
achie_zed the proper parking orbit around earth. Once this is accomplished the attitude control
system must ensure the spacecraft has the proper alignment at the right position in orbit to ensure
a proper perigee kick to begin the earth-moon transit. During the transit to the moon, the attitude
determination system will perform the navigational portion of its mission by doing midcourse
position checks. From these readings it must carry out any necessary course corrections. Once in
the vicinity of the moon, the spacecraft must be oriented so that the main retro engine is pointed
directly opposite the velocity vector; this will consist of fine adjustments, as the retroengine will-
be mounted on the "front" end.
The most critical seg-rnent of the lunar mission is getting the payload safely down to the
lunar surface at under 10 g's. To perform this feat, the attitude determination and control system
must be able to read lateral and vertical ranges and rates of descent. It must also be able to
correct for any errors with the above readings. Gravity torques are less than 0.001 Nom at a
maximum. Finally, a whole-flight concern for the ADCS is to have the capability to correct for
any contingencies that may mdse.-
Spacecraft Control Type
In the final phase of the lunar mission, the spacecraft must have the ability to rotate in any
direction and correct for drift and descent rates. To reduce multiplicity of ADCS hardware, it
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was decided that this three-axis stabilization method was to be used throughout the mission. Due
to the complexity of the maneuvering requirements, it would obviously be simpler to control the
lunar descent phase from earth..The problem with this solution is that the lag time that results
from attitude data transmission and correction transmission was too long to compensate for errors
encountered once the lander got close to the lunar surface. This condition creates the need to
have the descent mode of attitude control handled by an autonomous system on board the lander.
-r
Sensor Selection
Whichever attitude sensors were decided upon for Use _;ould have to be used f_r each
phase of the mission. This would help to keep the weight at a minimum so the lander could be
sent aloft in the less expensive launch vehicle that was chosen. In the first phase of the mission,
the spacecraft is in a low-earth parking orbit. In this regime magnetometers provide moderate
accuracy, but their performance degades as distance from earth increases. Horizon sensor
accuracies are generally better, but suffer from the same problem. Using a sun sensor here might
improve accuracy by a factor of ten, but the perigee kick might need to occur at a_period in which
.... .:__ ..
the spacecraft is in eclipse, eliminating the availability, of data. Star sensors and inertial
measurement units would also yield high accuracies, plus they could be used during other phases
of the mission.
The next l_hase of the mission invoh'es the transit to the moon. During this phase, the
sensors relying on earth for measurements would become increasingly unreliable as the distance to
earth increased. However, the sun sensor would maintain slightly higher reliability than what it
exhibited in LEO due to the absence of cyclic eclipse periods. The star sensor and inertial
measurement options would continue to display approximately the same error as before, making
o......... 33
these options the best suited for the mission. The only problem here is that there will be a certain
drift error associated with the inertial measurement units. To solve this drift problem, the data
_ from the star sensor can be used to update the inertial units and keep them set to a single,
constant reference system. It was finally decided that a ring laser gyro (see Figure 4-1) would be
used to capitalize on the accuracy, light weight, and reliability of strap down technology. A star
tracker (see Figure 4-2) was also decided upon for its reliability and light weight.
For navigation, all terrestrially-based methods, such as GPS or tracking radars or
J
satellites, were deemed unsatisfactory due to the differing flight re_mes within the mission. The
space sextant could operate beyond LEO; however, using it would require a large weight and
power allotment. Also, it is not currently being marketed for use. The final means of navigation
examined wag the Microcosm Autonomous Navigation System (MANS), which proved to be
ideal. It added little or no weight or power requirements, as it could operate using existing
attitude sensing hardware, which had already been selected. MANS was also designed for lunar
and planetary orbits as well as low-earth and geosynchronous orbits.
The final phase of the mission is unlike the other phases. The attitude detection methods
must be completely different due to the simple fact that the payload is landing on the lunar
surface. In this regime, rapid detections and calculations must be made to determine how fast the
lander is approaching the surface, in addition, the ADCS must solve for and execute corrective
measures to ensure a proper landing as defined by the requirements. To meet these guidelines,
some sort of active sensing technique must be used so that a return signal can be compared to an
expected value. From this difference the system can quickly and accurately determine the desired
ranges and range rates.
For this phase, one tech_nique that was looked at was Doppler radar technology. This,
however, would create prohibitive power requirements if it were to be used over 100 km. An
alternative to the radar system was to use a lighter-weight, farther-reaching laser range finding
- . - -. .-.
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system.Theproblemhereis thatthisarrangementwouldnotdirectly providerangeratedata. To
getaroundthis,arangecalculationwill bemadefour timeseverysecond.Theratewouldbe
calculatedby dividing therangedifferencesby thetimedifferential. As thelandergetscloserto
the lunarsurface,therangesamplingratewill beincreasedto providefor morerapid andaccurate
descentdatasomorepreciseadjustmentscanbemade.
Eachof threelaserrangefinders(seeFigure4-3)will beplacedonalandingleg on the _
bottomof the landerstructureto provideanunobstructedfield of view. To providefor lateral
J
motion detection, the lasers will be angled 15 ° outward from vertical. This angling technique will
also sern'e another purpose in ensuring sensor contact with the lunar surface in the event a
maneuver causes the other laser(s) to swing above the lunar horizon. Using 15 ° will allow the
sensor 3' cone to intersect the lunar limb when the lander is at an altitude of 4950 km. This will
allow for final spacecraft-lunar alignment well before main retro burn.
Hardware Selection
For three-axis stabilization, a spacecraft can point itself using thrusters, momentum
wheels, control moment gyros, and magnetic torquer-s. Since the lunar lander will be making a
transit away from the earth, using ma2netic torques becomes ineffective at _eat ranges. Using a
set of control moment =d),ros would drive the weight of the ADCS hardware up compared to using
existing hardware. Using momentum wheels would be satisfactory until the spacecraft reached
the moon. Once in descent, the increased control requirements might drive the wheels into
saturation making them useless untitmomentum dumping could be accomplished, but lunar
descent is not the ideal time for desaturation. This eliminates all types of actuation but thrusters,
and since there are already thrusters for the mission, fuel can be added so the vernier motors can
carry out attitude control.
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Component Power (W) Voltage (V) Mass (kg)
Laser Gyro & Accel. 10 "
Star Tracker 4.5
Laser Range finders (3) 15
15 0.5
25 1.0
25 3.0 "
- The ring laser gyro and accelerometer package will be able to detect rotational and
translational accelerations, while the supporting software can inte_ate to determine velocity and
position during earth orbit and transfer.
- The star tracker will provide periodic updates of the acce!erometer suite to ensure
accurate readings with reference to a fixed coordinate system.
- Navigation during the Earth-Moon transit will be handled by the Microcosm®
Autonomous Navigation System as an add-on to the existing attitude determination equipment.
This was chosen based on its autonomy and ability to combine with current equipment. Added
positive features are that it adds very little to mass and power budget, has an accuracy of up to
400 meters, and can be used for ranges up to the lunar and planetary scale.
- The laser range finders will be spaced at equal angles on the legs-around the base of the
landing craft. They will be aimed 15 ° outward from vertical to maintain contact by at least one
beam in the event a maneuver swings the other beam(s) above the lunar horizon. This 15 ° allows
all threebeamsto intersectthelunarsurfacewhenthespacecraftis just under5000km abovethe
deck,well beforethemainretrobum.
- Therangeratewill becalculatedby takingfour altitudesamplespersecondandapplying
thetimedifferential. As thecraft approachesthedeckthesampleratecanbeincreasedto
accommodatetheneedfor _eater accuracy.-Onceon thelunarsurface,powercanbe transferred
from theattitudecontrolto equipmentto othersystems.
...;,
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CHAPTER
POWER
CHAPTER 5- POWER
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to provide information about the power requirements of the
lunar lander mission, the choices of power subsystems available, the implementation of a power
subsystem (specifically the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator, or RTG), and the problems
encountered in its design. Overall, this chapter wilt step through the design of the power
subsystem for the lunar lander mission.
REQUIREMENTS
The design of the power subsystem of the lun_ lander revolved around three basic
1. Supply, 150 Watts (BOL) power to the subsystems and payload, as required, for a 10-year
mission with an End-of-Life Power of approximately 97 Watts.
2. A compact, low weight power source to fit within the relatively small-mass lunar lander.
3. Supply constant power to carry out the mission objectives of:
a. Testing seismic activity on the moon
b. Testing the effects of radiation on different materials within enclosed sn-uctures.
To meet these requirements, a powe r system had to be designed. This design was chosen from
numerous capable, yet proven systems.
Before exploring the various possible subsyst'emS for use in this mission, the power and
voltage bus for the entire lander must be examined (see Table 5-1).
TABLE 5-1 POWER AND VOLTAGE BUS FOR LUNAR LANDER
Subsystem
AttitudelControl
Laser gyro & Accelerometers
Power(W) Voltage (V)
10 15
Laser Range Finder (3 @ 5V_/each) 15 25
Star Tracker 4.5 25
Communications
Transmitter 25 25 -
Receiver 7 25
Solid State Data Recorder 15 25
Spacecraft Controller 10 25
Thermal Control 10 25
Propulsion - 0 .28
I
Payload
Sei smogaph 3.24 21
glass Spectrometer 4.5 25000
Radiation Detectors 1.7 18
105.94Total Power
OPTION'S o-F POWER $1,_'BSYSTEMS
There are three basic categories from which to choose a source of power for the lunar lander.
These categories include: 1. Carrying stored energy on board the spacecraft, 2. Gaining energy
from the environment, and 3. A combination of carD, ing stored energy on board the spacecraft
and gaining energy from the environment. By studying and understanding the functions and
characteristics of the subsystems within each of these categories, a simple or complex design for
the power subsystem can be designed.
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Thefirst category,carryingstoredenergyonboardthespacecraft,is brokendowninto four
subcategories.Thesesubcategoriesinclude: RadioisotopeThermoelectric Generators (Static
Naclear Pgwer), Primary Batteries, Fuel Ce_lls, and Nuclear Reactors (Dynamic Nuclear Power).
The second category, gaining energy from the environment, consists of Solar Cells/Panels and
Solar Dynamic Power. Solar Dynamic Power uses solar power to heat a working fluid to a
vapor, which drives a turbine.
Finally, the third category, a combination of storing and gaining energy, is made up of Solar
Cells and Secondary Batteries. These secondary batteries are unlike the primary batteries in that
they are rechargeable.
The questions still remains - Which option will be able to satisfy the mission requirements
specifieci:on page 5-1 ? The best option can be found by going through the numerous pros and
cons of each option. Figure 5-1 can narrow down the selection of a particular power subsystem
quite quickly. This _aph shows how electric power, in watts, is a function of the duration of use
of the subsystem. For example, primary, batteries can produce between 100 and 1000 watts of
power; however, the power generated from these batteries will only last from 1 minute to a little
over 1 day. Fuels cells become quite large as the duration of use increases; therefore, they are
alsp not used. From category 1 there remains two choices, the RTG and the Nuclear Reactor.
Nuclear power, although proven and effective, ,,,,'ill not be used due to its ecoloNcal problems and
many moving parts (due to dynamic nuclear power). The RTG is the only choice left. From
Figure 5-1, RTGs do fit within the design specifications, and may be an option to explore further
in this report.
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FIGURE 5-1
Although RTGs do fit our requirements for a long-term, lightweight, and compact power
subsystem, !here are a few other options that must be explored. The second category consists of
solar cells/panels or solar dynamic power. Because bf the 14-day lunar nights, once on the moon, .
using solar power exclusively, without some backup power mechanism, is not an efficient means
of generating power for the probe; therefore, the second category is eliminated from Consideration
for a power subsystem.
• Finally, the third option was the combination of secondary batteries with solar cells to power
the spacecraft: If a batterv could be designed to fit within fhe envelope of the lunar probe, this
option might be feasible. The battery problem below rules out the possibly of this case, due to the
large mass of both the NiCad and NiH2 batteries.
THE
Given:
Find:
Soln:
BATTERY PROBLEM
Lunar Lander must be provided with 150 Watts through 14-day Lunar Night (1 Eclipse
per month)
Total mass of Battery needed to accommodate the mission
For NiCad Battery
1. Find Maximum Eclipse Time
24 hr
Max Eclipse Time = 14dco's x (T"S__.) = 336 hours
l uuy
2. Find Stored Energy Needed
3.
Stored Energy Needed = (150 W)(336 hours) = 50400 Whr
Find Depth 0(Discharge :--
eclipses)Depth of Discharge = (10 years)(12 = 120 cycles =>..85
)'ear
4. Find Battery Capacity
45
50400 Whr
Battery Capacity = ( .85 ) = 59294.12 147w
5. Find Mass (Without Packing Factgr.)- _ -
59294.12 Whr)Mass = (" Whr " = 2372 kg
25_
kg
6. Find Mass (With Packing Factor - 20% of Batte_ Mass)
Massto t = 1.2(2372 kg) = 2846 kg
For NiH 2 Batter),
Mass tot (1.2) (59294.12 Whr) =Whr
45
kg
1581.2 kg
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As statedandseenabove,themassof asecondarybatteryis too largefor thesmall lunarprobe.
After exploringthenumerouspossibilitiesfor apowersubsystemfor thelunarprobe,the
RTG wasselectedasthemostfeasibleandbestway to meettherequirementsstatedon page5-1.
USING RT(;-$ AS-A SOURCE OF POWER
Before choosing which RTG best suits the mission requirements, it is important to
understand the composition, advantages, and disadvantages of the RTG.
f.
Currently, all U.S. spacecraft utilize Pu 238 as a fuel source for their RTGs. Pu 238, which
emits alpha particles, although poisonous to human beings, has very little effect on the spacecraft
components. The alpha particles' low shielding requirements are necessary to the survivability of
these critical spacecraft components over the required 10-year mission. The alpha particle
isotopes do, however, give off Helium gas. This gas must be vented from the spacecraft.
There are many advantages of using an RTG as a source of power. These advantages
must satisfy the mission requirements. They include:
- highly reliable over extended operating lifetimes (due to the long haft life of Pu 238 -> 87
years)
- compact
- rugged
- radiation resistant (unaffected by radiation effects encountered on lunar mission)
- easily adaptable to mission applications
- produce no noise, vibration, or torque during operation (vital to spacecraft components'
survivability, and overall mission SUlM%'ability)
- require no start-up devices to operate
- start producing electrical power for the payload as soon as the heat source is installed
"-L _
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- power output is easily regulated at design levels by maintaining a matched resistive load
on the converter
- low to moderat_ weight
<
- safe and proven (on board haany missions- See Table 5-2)
Although, as shown above, there are many advantages to using an RTG, there are some
drawbacks to its use. The disadvantages include:
i
- costly
* Pu 238 costs approximately $3000 per Watt, as opposed to $2500 per Watt for
Solar Photovoltaic Power, $800 per Watt for Solar Thermal Dynamic Power, and
"" i<.
$400 per Watt for Nuclear Power.
- handling and safety procedures are complex and arduous
- workers must work with poisonous, radioactive material
- relatively low thermoelectric conversion efficiency, typically less than 10%; therefore,
power subsystem must be i_nte_ated with the thermal control subsystem.
These disadvantages did not alter the lunar probe design, but were considerezl in its initial phases
.- .f> .--
of design. _ , -
. . - - .
Now that the composition, advantages, and disadvantages of using a Pu 238 fuel source RTG have
been established, which RTG will best suit the mission requirements laid out on page 5-1? Over
the years (from 1961 to present), RTG technology has changed. Examining Table 5-2, it can be
seen that there are only two feasible choices to meet just the fn'st requirement (Supply 150 Watts
(BOL) power to the 10-year mission, with an EOL power of approximmely 97 Watts). From
Table 5-2, the Multi-Hundred Wart RTG and the General Purpose Heat Source RTG can both
achieve this reqtiirement.
TABLE 5-2 CHOICES OF RTG'S
SNAP-33
Mission Early Transit
1961
BOL Power (W) 2.7 --
Mass (kg)
Power Density 0V/kg)
Efficency (%)
2.1
1.3
5.1
SNAP-19
Pioneer (72,73) i
Vikin 8 (75,76)
28--43
13.6
2.1-3.0
4.5-6_2
TRANSIT RTC
1972
36.8
13.5
2.6
4.2
MHW
Voyager (77)
GPHS RTG'S
Galileo (90)
150 285
38.5 55.9
4.2
6.6
5.1
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The GPHS-RTG was chosen to satisfy this long-term lunar mission. The following are the
design specifications of this particular RTG.
GPHS-RTG SPECIFICATIONS
- BQL power: 285 W (with stack of 18 GPHS modules)
- operating voltage output: 30 volts DC
- Dimensions: 42.2 cm (16.6 in) diameter (fin rip to fin tip)
1 14 cm (44.9 in) long
- Weight: 55.9 kg
- Specific power at launch: 5.1 W/kg
,- - r
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2The GPHS-RTG, shown in Figure 5-2, was chosen because it is current state-of-the-art
technology used in the United States' Space Program. Proven aboard the Galileo spacecraft,
launched in October 1989, and the Ulysses spacecraft, launched in October 1990, this RTG is
modular in design. This modular design allows alteration in the number of GPHS modules
stacked within the whole unit, dependent on the power requirements. For instance, this mission
requires a BOL power of 150 Watts. Since the GPHS-RTG can supply 285 Watts with 18 stacks,
18 stacks are not required. The number of stacks ne.eded is: -
150 Watts Num. stacks
285 Warts 18 stacks
=> 9.47 stacks => use 10 stacks
Using 10 stacks would give a BOL power of 158 Watts. Figure 5-3 shows how the stacks, with
Pu 238 fuel, are arranged to fit within the rest of the RTG unit.-
The EOL power can be interpolated from Figure 5-4.
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550 Watts = 578 Watts e (l°°°°h°ur')(k) => k
.-_..
Using the 138 Watts BOL power, the EOL power is:
EOL Power = 158 Watts e "(4'96559x!0"6)f_;7600h°urs)
= 4.96559 x 10 .6
=> 102 Watts
Where 87600 hrs = 10 yrs * 365 days * 24hrs
Since the Attitude/Control subsystem will not be used once on the moon, the calculated EOL
power will not be a problem. (see Power needed in Table 5-1)
To convert thermal energy from the decaying isotope into usable, electrical energy, the GPHS-
R TG employs 572 SiGe thermocouples. Insulated by 60 alternating layers of 0.003 inch
molybdenum foil and astroquartz cloth, these thermoc0uples (see Figure 5-5, next page) are
connected in two series-parallel electric wiring circuits in parallel to increase reliability, and
provide full output voltage. The design of this circuit is such that the RTG is permitted to operate
even if one unicouple becomes "shorted" or "opened". The thermocouples, therefore, are
designed for longevity and reliability.
The SiGe thermocouples operate from a cold junction temperature of 573K to a hot
junction temperature oL1273K. This range gives a thermde_dtric efficiency of about 9 percent,
with waste heat being radiated from the finned RTG housing. This housing is covered with a high
emissivity coating. For this mission, the amount of thermal power supplied by the RTG is:
Thermal Energy _ 10 stacks
4410 Wt - 18 stacks => T.E. = 2450 Wt
Since the efficiency is only 9%, the thermal energy that must be dissipated is:
(2450 Wt)-[(2450 Wt)(.09)] = 2229.5 Wt
This large amount of waste energy will make integation of the power subsystem with the thermal
_ _ . _
control subsystem very critical. The actual methods for this waste disposal are discussed in the
thermal control section, Chapter 7.
f
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FIGURE 5-5
PROBLEMS E_ COUNTERED
The f'_st problem encountered was in the high vQhage required by the mass spectrometer.
Because the mass spectrometer requires a 25000 volt (DC) input, the output vohage fromthe
SiGe unicoupies on-the RTG must be stepped up from 30 Volts (DC) to 25000 volts (DC).-The
circuit, shown in Fibre 5-6, describes just how this step-up ',,,'ill be accomplished. Basically, the
step-up is a DC to AC conversion, then back to DC. This is accomplished by passing the signal
through a transistor which uses a clock signal to simulate an AC output voltage given a DC input
voltage; a transformer to amplify the voltage, and finally in _varallel with a large capacitor to
smooth out the signal and simulate a DC output.
to mass speczromemr
O+l
Figure 5-6 Mass Spectrometer Voltage Converter
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The other problem encountered was that at various times large quick bursts of power need to
be used to detonate small pyrotechnics (seismograph probe, exploding bolts for shroud, PAM-d
attachment bolt release, and seismograph uncaging). To accomplish.this task a lar£.e capaci.tor
with a series of switches will be used for short term, high voltage / high power applications (see
Figure 5-7).
1000V ' T
_k_
(
) (
..
s
Figure 5-7 Short Term High Voltage / High Power Load System
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n
_HAPTER _ - COMMIJNICATIONS
The Lunar Probe is going to have to talk with the earth while it is in flight and while it is
on the moon. The dish on the probe is parabolic with a fifteen degree gimbled rotating antenna,
..__-
and it vdll have an omnidirectional antenna as a backup. The Dmbled antenna ,a511 cause it to be
pointina at the earth constantly while it is in flight. The ground station, WaUops Island, will track
the probe. Wallops is going to keep in touch with the. probe during flight to check on the
condition of the satellite and its position. Once on the moon the probe vdll communicate with the
ground station once a day. The requirements of our dish on the satellite were made by data
needed to be sent due to payload and spacecraft upkeep.
structural desi_ and compatibility with the _ound station had to be considered.
The initial parameters include:
- frequency of transmission = 3 GHz
Additionally, size restraints with
- Diameter of ground station dish = 18.3 m
- Efficiency, of both dishes = .55
- Maximum distance between satellite and station =3.476 e8 m
- Link Margin = 3 dB
- Signal to Noise ratio for station = 10 dB
- Noise temperature of receivers = t500 K
- Transmitter efficiency = 40 %
. o
- Diameter of probe's dish = .9 m (due to thrust ring)
The link budget calculation is shown fn Fibre 6-1.
The bit rate that is used is 1.5 Mb/sec. This is the highest that Wallops dan handle, and it
was chbsen so our satellite would only tie up Wall-ops' antenna for as little time as possible
(maximum n-ansmit time is 4.5 minutes). The spacecraft is receiving its data from the experiments
onboard the probe and also from the subsystems. On board the probe is a seismograph, radiation
LINK
_ __. -
BUDGET
o t, _ ) n
"1
Gr = ,r_(1 88). (.55)= 181549= 52.29 dB
G, = (_('!99))2(.55)= 429=2(5.32 dB
: =
TL =214.16 dB+3 dB+2 dB =_919.16 dB
No = kV=(1.g8xW_)(1500)=_196.8a _W
Hz
BW = 52.7dB-Hz
Pr=S+BW+No -]0+52.7-196.84=-I34.ldBW
N
P, =P, +TL +M-G,-G,
P, =-134.1+219.16+3-26.32-52.29= 9.15 dB
P, = 8.214 Watts
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Since this is the minimum power needed to ensure transmission, we will use 25 Watts of power to
transmit the data due to the 40% transmitter efficiency,.
!'7. _-
FIGURE 6-1
sensors, a mass spectrometer, all ofwhich produce data to be stored for transmission. The probe
will send this data down once a day, but the storage unit ',viii be prouammed to be able to hold
the data for a maximum of thirty hours. The bit rate calculations are shown in Figure 6-2.
When the satellite is in view of Wallops, Wallops will send a signal to the probe to dump
its data. The one _gabit storage unit will then dump all of the data into the 32 bit RISC
processor (Figure 6-3) which will in turn send the data to Wallops. Wallops then routes the data
to the United States Naval Academy to be analyzed.
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BIT RATES
Radiation Sensors:
f( b,_ssec m_)640 )(_0_)(_0(3 hr_:69121107bits
Mass Spectrometer:
(62 elementsf32 bits )(1 word )(60samplesl(30 hr)=3.5712x106 bits
k, word j\ ele--_ent jk, hr ,)
Spacecraft Housekeeping Data: bits)(30 hr)= 90000 bits3000 --_r J
Total Storage Required:
Usage:
Transfer time:
- 1 Gb Storage Unit
- 1.5 Mb/sec data transfer rate
= 3.97 x 108 bits
= 397 Mb
397 Mb1.5 Mb-]sec J = 264.5 sec = 4 min 24.5 sec
FIGURE 6-2
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CHAPTER 7 - THERMAL DESIGN
INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The thermal design of the lunar probe is based on the various systems on board and the
temperature limits of these components. The maximum lunar lander temperature is the lowest of
the maximum temperatures for each of the components and the minimum lander temperature is
the highest of the component minimum temperatures. Table 7-1 shows the various operating
temperatures of the spacecraft components and the resulting temperature band of 273 K to 313 K
for the entire lander.
TABLE 7-! TEMPERATURE
LIMITS OF LANDER SYSTEMS
- COMPONENT
Seismogaph
Radiation Sensors
Mass Spectrometer
Electonics
Propellant
RTG
OPERATING BAND
MIN TEMP. MAX TEMP.
i
263 K
268 K
268 K
250 K
263 K
273 K
273 K
328 K
333 K
323 K
328 K
353 K
1273 K
323 K
In order to minimize the complex-ity of the system, an entirely passive system is desired. If
this is not possible, then a system with few moving parts and minimal power requirements is
desiredbecause of the long duration of the mission.
The thermal environments that the spacecraft must be designed for can be broken down
into four parts: pre-launch, launch and _-ansfer to moon, lunar day, and lunar night. Each of-
these phases has its own unique problems and solutions.
RTG wa.ste heat must be transported to the lander outer surfaces so that it can be rejected
. _ k _
to the environment. This is accomplished through the use of heat pipes which transfer the high
waste heat generated by the RTG to the outer panels for heat transfer.
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PRE, LAUNCH _ -
Prior to actual liftoff, the lander will be encased inside the Delta II shroud and will receive
!
heat inputs from the following main sources: RTG waste heat, conduction from the Delta II,
radiation from the Delta II shroud, and waste heat generated from the various electronic
components on board. Of these inputs, the ones which will have the _eatest effect will be the
RTG waste heat (2200 W) and the conduction from the Delta II (based on Delta II temperature).
Two methods of removing the RTG waste heat are possible. Cooling coils are installed on
the RTG for use if placed in the bay of a space shuttle. While the Delta II could be modified to
facilitate some form of connected cooling system, the problem then arises when determining how
to disconnect it from the RTG at launch and how the heat will be removed prior to shroud release.
These reasons make this approach unfeasible. The second alternative is to run conditioned gas
streams over the fins to cool the RTG. This system has been used on previous missions and has
,, r
proven to be an effective means of.removing R_TG waste heat.
• Delta II conduction will try to equalize the temperature be_'een the Delta II rocket and
the lunar probe. Since the Delta II has many components with approximately the same operating
temperature bands that are on the lunar probe the Delta II should be maintained in band.
Additionally, the operating band of the lunar lander is between 0°C and 40°C and practical
en_neering sense says that while parked on the launch pad the Delta II cannot exceed this
temperature.
All o_her heat inputs should be minimal compared to those mentioned above, however,
accurate monitoring of the lander temperature should be maintained at all times.
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If the
temperature begins to approach one of the operating limits then the gas flow to the RTG can be
adjusted to either remove more or less heat from the lander as required. Since solar flux is non-
existent during the fourteen day lunar night, the heat generated by the RTG must be used to
maintain the temperature of the landerin band. This requires that the heat pipes be "turned off' to
allow the heat from the RTG to warm the rest of the spacecraft and keep it in band. The specifics
of the heat pipe design and how it will accomplish this task can be found later in this chapter.
.LAUNCH AND TRANSFER
The next phase of the mission entails getting from Earth to the moon. During this
portion the main thermal inputs are from solar flux, Earth or lunar albedo (depending on where
the lander is in its transfer orbit), and waste heat generated by onboard systems (RTG and
electronics). During this phase the spacecraft flies such that the top is pointed towards Earth, the
bottom points toward the moon, and the sun strikes the side of the lander (temPerature will
remain within specifications as long as this profile is.maintained within plus or minus 12"). As
noted before, the payload sect{on is covered during transit to shield tt_e enclosed environment
from solar radiation and to Protect it from small particle clamage. This-pro_tective covering _-ill be
covered with white epoxy to yield the IR emissivity and solar absorptivity found in Table 7-2.
The sides and bottom must also be used during the lunar phase of the missioh so the thermal
characteristics of these sides must be able to keep the lander in operating limits in the presence of
high lunar albedo and lunar infrared emissions. This requirement leads to coverin_-g the sides with
multi layer radiative insulation which has an effective IR emissivity of 0.002 and a solar
absorptivity of 0.080.
TABLE 7-2: THERMAL PERFORMANCE
TRANSFER TO LUNAR ORBIT
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Sat_lite Pa'crnet_s:
S urlaae Arecz Sclo
S un'coe Area Ea'fn
S urfa3_-Ar_a Lunc_
Tcx"cl S urfa:e Area
IR Emissivity:. Sioes
S dcrAbsor_vity: S ic#s_
IP Emissivil_. To¢
S c_crA,_sor ati,,4ty: T _.
Flux Data
Sda" Flux
Ecrth IRE missib_s ("_4 K)
Lu'-'a Ir_ E r'Nssions (4COK
Pasi_c_ D_Q
DE.stoqoe frc_ E crtm
Raslus of Ealn
A-'gJa Radus of Ecrrn
Ecrth _t=_cb Corredioq
5.120 rrV£
5,8.40 r'W£
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20.58,.0 r'n_
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0.080
0.888
0.248
1374
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wrr_2
WtrV_
wt.r_
km
km
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5.120 rW_
5.840 rrY_
5.240 r_
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0.888
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km
km
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5.120 rrV_
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5.240 r_ -
20.580
0.002
0.080
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0.248
1374 W/t'¢_
258 W kt"v_
871 W/m,',2
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1.378
0.350
1000
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1.044
0.350
10000 km
6378 km
0.4,00 rcd
0.350
5.120 Pr¢£
5.840 rn_
5.240 rn_
20_580 rrY£
0.002
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1374Wkn/£
258W_n,_
871 W/m42
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6378 km
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! 315593 K
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0.000 W
O.OO4 W
2831.929 W
312.958 K
326284
1738
0.005
0.890
22._30.000 W
24.OOO W
562.790 W
0.019 W
1.039 W
0.000 W
0005W
I 2817.854 W
j 312. 68 K
km
km
rad
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S _"da_e Are3 Scla
S Lrfcae Area Ecrlh
S Lrf(z;e Area Lur_
T otc_ S urfa_e Arec
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0.005
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0.000
0 OO7
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
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_.P._31rcc_
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km
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With the solar flux striking a pomon of the spacecraft, earth emissions and albedo
affecting the top, and lunar emissions and albedo striking the bottom, a total environmental input
can be determined. Along with RTG waste heat and various other electronic waste heat, this
constitutes the entire thermal input to the spacec_ft. Since heat output must equal heat input to
maintain equilibrium the spacecraft will radiate the total heat input. The area for heat transfer
includes all the sides, the top, and the bottom. Table 7-2 shows calculations for various points
f
during the spacecraft's transfer orbit. Looking at the values for Earth atbedo and emissions along
the transfer, one can see that at around 50,000 tdlometers from Earth, these inputs are negligible
and can be discounted (this fact is used when determining thermal performance during the lunar
phrase of He mission). Another item to note is that the value given for Earth emissions is constant
in Table 7-2 while it should decrease with increasing distance. The Value given is the emission
seen at 500 kilometers above the surface of the Earth. Since Earth emissions are only
approximately 0.1% of total emissions at 120 kilometers above the surface this approximation
does not considerably effect the overall thermal design of the spacecraft (the same is true for lunar
emissions on the other end of the transfer orbit).
LUNAR SURFACE
Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show how the lunar surface temperature ,,,aries with sun angle and
where the moon is in its diurnal cycle (data from Surveyer missions).
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Figure %1 Variation of Lunar Surface Temperature with Diurnal Position
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Figure 7-2 Variation of Lunar Surface Temperature with Diurnal Position
When the lander is in its final descent phase an explosive bolt is f'u-ed which releases the shroud
covering the enclosed environment section. This shroud falls away to expose the environment
section to solar flux. This enclosed environment consists of eight compartments with slightly
different coverings. These coverings range from glass to boron impregnated plexiglass. The
-
effective IR emissivity of the top section is 0.82 and a solar absorptivity of 0-.08i. On the lunar
surface another explosive bolt is f'lred which drops the eight side panels down. This is done for
two purposes: first, it increases the surface area for heat transfer so that during the hot portions of
the lunar day the excess heat can be dissipated; and second, dropping the sides effectively shields
the environment section from lunar emissions and albedo so that accurate readings can be made
on solar flux and its effects on an enclosed en'_ronment. The inside portion of these panels are
covered v;:ith white epoxy whicKhas an IR emissivity of 0.888 and a solar absorptivity of 0.248
and the back sides of the panels (which face the lunar surface) are covered with the multi layer
radiative insulation.
Table 7-3 shows the thermal performance of the lander as a function of sun angle. One
thing to be taken into account is that at a sun angle of about 75 degrees the active control system
of the heat pipes (described later) starts to take effect which partially insulates the lander structure
from the RTG. This means that RTG heat transfer begins to become radiative and due to
different surface areas the spacecraft-temperature is maintained in band. During the fourteen day
lunar night the primar 7 source of heat input to the satellite is RTG waste heat (only 1.4% coming
from lunar emissions and electronic waste heat).
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TABLE 7-3: THERMAL PERFORMANCE
ON LUNAR SURFACE
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HEAT PIPE DESIGN
During the lunar day it is necessary, to move the heat generated by the RTG from the
cen_ter of the spacecraft to the side panels so that it may be dissipated and the lander kept below
maximum temperature limits. However during the cold lunar nights the heat generated by the
RTG must be retained by the lander to prevent-the lander from dropping below_ minimum
-temperature requirements. This is accomplished by using variable conductance heat pipes made
from aluminum. The specific types of heat pipes used are gas-loaded heat pipes with feedback
controlled reservoirs. Use of a 1.93 cm diameter aluminum pipe, a wrapped screen wicking
material, and ammonia as the working fluid will allow the lander to be maintained within the
temperature band imposed by the various spacecraft components_ Previous heat pipe designs
have been used where a non-condensable gas is used in the reservoir to control vapor flow in the
heat pipe, however, new research shows that use of the working fluid in conjunction with a
),¢
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special baffle system between the heat pipe and the reservoir will accomplish the same task.
These pipes are capable of carrTing 456 W-m with a temperature differential from the condenser
end to the evaporator end-of 1.3°C. Since the distance the heat must be carried is 0.8 meters this
means that each pipe will be capable of transporting 570 Watts of waste heat at maximum
operating efficiency. Thus, since a maximum of 2230 Watts of heat must-be _'ansported, a total
of four heat pipes must be used. --
Figure 7-3 shows what the basic heat pipe lobks like:
e
I Evaporator End
[ Wick
Condenser End
Q
Re_rvoi_"
Figure 7-3 Basic Heat Pipe Schematic
The controller maintains a constant temperature on the condenser end by varying the_ vapor
pressure of the working fluid. If the temperature on the condenser end beans to drop then the
controller sends more current to heater coils at the reservoir. This causes a higher vapor pressure
to be experienced inside the heat pipe which limits vapor flow from the evaporator to the
condenser. This means that the operating temperature of the fluid is closer to the source
temperature and heat is trapped inside the spacecraft. Conversely, as the condenser temperature
rises the controller sends less current to the heater coils, reducing the vapor pressure, and
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allowing for a geater amount of heat flow to the exterior surfaces. Total power required by the
controller and heater assemblies is 10 Watts with a total mass for the four pipes of 6.8 kg.
.A
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